KEY AREAS OF LEARNING
As Scientists we will
Identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood vessels and blood. We will also
recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way our bodies function. We will also investigate forces and the impact they
have within everyday life.
As Geographers/Historians we will
Study types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the distribution of natural resources including energy, and
food. We will also use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references. We will also find out how shipping has changed overtime and identify key historical figures.
As Design Technologists we will
Research and design appealing products that are fit for purpose and further develop skills using a wide range of tools and equipment. Children
will look closely at designing and creating a range of props for the summer production in KS2.
As Artists we will
Improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of mediums to create an eye-catching
set for the KS2 production.
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LITERACY
Our focus text this term is Treasure Island.
From this text the children will
continue to develop their
knowledge and understanding of
fiction and non-fiction writing.
Children will continue to have a
grammar focus and understand
the different technical features
and how they can be used within
their writing.

MATHEMATICS

Children in UKS2 will be looking at
This unit looks in turn at coordinate grids (including translation
and reflection) and identifying
and constructing nets for 3D
shapes. These two areas are also
used to extend work on
knowledge of shape.

COMPUTING

PE

Understand how to use certain apps to create ebooks
for different areas of the curriculum. Continuing to
expand on algorithms. Computing is also embedded
across the curriculum.

Play competitive team sports which many rely on
striking and fielding. Children will also take part in
personal best achievements in non-team sports.

What is best for our world? Does religion
help people decide?
To explore how and why believers help
others through charity and service.

Inspire
Treasure Island
Yenworthy
Summer production
Local walks

Enrichment
OS map reading walk
Drama workshop
Sports day

MUSIC

RE

Exploring rhythm using a range of different
instruments: percussion, wind and drums.
Developing an understanding of the history
of music. Children will improvise and compose music for a range of purposes.

FRENCH
Expanding vocabulary including body
parts, colours and numbers.
Explore the patterns and sounds of
languages through songs.

Values

Global Perspective
To understand how the world has
changed during different times and
knowing the key differences and similarities.

Respect
Responsibility

Equality
Trust
Courage

Compassion
Wonder

